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What are quasi-experimental methods?
•Most research questions in social sciences don’t lend themselves to 
experiments
• Hard to convince a government to roll out a policy out to only some

people and not others

•Quasi-experimental designs help social scientists find causal effects when 
we don’t have random assignment
• Instrumental Variables

• Regression Discontinuity

• Differences in Differences



Instrumental Variables



Instrumental Variables (IV)
•We’re interested in the effect of a treatment X on some 
outcome: Y
• Example: How does attending Pre-K affect test scores in 3rd grade?

•What if there is something unknown U that varies with X and 
affects Y?
• Example: Income, Parenting styles, Human Capital

X Y

U



Instrumental Variables (IV)
•We’re interested in the effect of a treatment X on some 
outcome: Y
• Example: How does attending Pre-K affect test scores in 3rd grade?

•What if there is something unknown U that varies with X and 
affects Y?
• Example: Income, Parenting styles, Human Capital

•We need variation Z that is correlated with X, but not correlated 
with Y other than through X (i.e., unrelated to U)
• Z = our instrument, a kind of natural experiment



Assumptions for IV
To be a valid instrument, the 
following must hold:

1. Relevance: Z must be 
correlated with the 
independent variable X



Assumptions for IV
To be a valid instrument, the 
following must hold:

1. Relevance: Z must be 
correlated with the 
independent variable X

2. Exogenous: Z is uncorrelated 
with the dependent variable 
Y, other than thru X



Example: Currie and Moretti (2003)
Does having more education improve your children’s health 
outcomes?

What might be the difficulty in estimating the causal effect of 
mother’s education on children’s health?



Example: Currie and Moretti (2003)
Does having more education improve your children’s health 
outcomes?

Education ≠ randomly assigned –mothers with a college degree 
differ from those without in more ways than just level of 
education

Instrument: Mother’s physical distance from 2- and 4- year 
colleges at the age of 17



Example: Currie and Moretti (2003)

Relevance assumption
Is how close you live to a college related to whether you go to college?

Exogeneity assumption
Is how close you live to college unrelated to other unobservables that 

impact your kids’ health outcomes?



Perfect Case of IV: Randomization
A RCT is an example of a PERFECT instrument – randomly 
assigning one group to a treatment and another to control 
insures that we have both relevance AND exogeneity
• Relevance: Assignment to Treatment is definitely related to whether you 

get the treatment

• Exogeneity: Assignment to Treatment is random, and thus NOT related 
to the outcome other than through the treatment

Example: Lottery assignment to charter school attendance 



Difficulties in Implementing IV
1. Weak Instruments: If your instrument is only 

weakly related to your dependent variable, get 
biased estimates

2. Hard to prove assumption of exogeneity

3. Choosing the right number of instruments to 
identify the causal effect; too many instruments = 
over-identification



Regression Discontinuity
REFERENCE: LEE AND LEMIEUX (2010)



Regression Discontinuity
Even if a treatment isn’t randomly assigned, the rule that 
policies use to assign treatment is often pretty arbitrary, use 
some cutoff of a continuous variable

Examples:
• Whether you pass a test 
• Whether you are eligible for a benefits program 
• Who wins an election 
• Which school district you reside in

NOTE: RD is just special case of IV! (“Fuzzy” RD)





Assumptions for RD
1. Selection rule must be assigned arbitrarily; people 

must not be able to manipulate which side of the 
discontinuity they are on.

Key: People on one side of the discontinuity are 
plausibly identical to those on the other

Bunching on one side of discontinuity is a sign this 
assumption  might be violated



Example of Manipulation: An income support program in 
which those earning under $14,000 qualify for support



Assumptions for RD
2. You are using the correct functional form for the relationship 

between your variable of interest and your outcome.



Assumptions for RD
2. You are using the correct functional form for the relationship 

between your variable of interest and your outcome.



Assumptions for RD
3. The observations near the cut-off are similar to the 

rest of the population – i.e., our results are 
generalizable to people who aren’t near the cut-off

Example: Test score cut-offs  are often used as regression discontinuity 
designs to estimate the returns to education or the effect of financial aid 
on college take up

Does a financial aid boost for someone with an SAT score of 700 have the 
same impact as a financial aid boost for someone with an SAT score of 
500?



Example: Niu and Tienda (2010)
“The Impact of the Texas Top 10 Percent Law on College Enrollment: A 
Regression Discontinuity Approach”

Policy: Texas implemented a policy where any student in the top 10% of their 
high school is automatically granted admission to state universities

Question: Does this policy boost college attendance and how does this effect 
vary by race?

Main Finding: Seniors from high schools with 80 percent or more minority 
students are about 14 percentage points more likely to enroll at UT or TAMU 
than their classmates ranked immediately below the cutoff point.





Can we generalize these results?
Full Range ±2 Percent Full Range ±2 Percent 

Top 
10

11- 100 9-10 %
11-
12%

Top 10 11- 100 9-10 %
11-
12%

Flagship Enrollment 0.33 0.04*** 0.3 0.19* Parent Ed < HS 0.1 0.16*** 0.1 0.16†

White 0.45 0.37 0.5 0.49 Parent Ed: HS 0.2 0.21** 0.2 0.19

Black 0.11 0.19*** 0.09 0.09Parent Ed: College+ 0.4 0.21*** 0.4 0.33

Hispanic 0.28 0.38*** 0.27 0.33
Always Planned to Go 

To College
0.8 0.54*** 0.7 0.75

Test Scores 1134 900*** 1085 1037*
First Thought About 

College in High School
0.1 0.19*** 0.1 0.11

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN4
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN5
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN3
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN4
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4643283/table/T1/#TFN2


Differences in Differences



Differences in Differences (D-in-D)
Suppose you’re interested in the effects of a policy and have information 
about the group affected by the policy before and after it’s implemented.

You might want to run a regression like this:

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽1𝑇𝑡 + 𝜃𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡

Where Y is the outcome for individual i in time t
T is the treatment which equals  1 in the “after” time period

0 in the “before” time period

𝜃𝑖 are unobservable individual traits that affect Y

Then, the effect of the policy 𝛽1 = 𝑌𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒



Differences in Differences (D-in-D)
But what if something else changed across time besides just the policy?

Solution: Differences-in-Differences!

Compare the change in Y over time for a group s that received the 
treatment to the change in Y over time for a group that didn’t receive the 
treatment:

𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝛽11 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 1(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) + 𝛽21(𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝) + 𝛽31(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) + 𝜖𝑖𝑠𝑡

Now, 𝑇𝑠𝑡 = 1 only for the group s which had the policy change, and our 
effect is:

𝛽1 = Δ𝑌𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝2 − Δ𝑌𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝1



A stylized example of differences in differences….



Effect Size

A stylized example of differences in differences….



Classic D-in-D Design: Card and Krueger (1994)
How does an increase in the minimum wage impact employment?

Not clear a priori – economic theory says there will be two opposing 
effects:
• Firms hire fewer workers because they have to pay each worker more, 

increasing their costs

• Higher paychecks mean customers can buy more, increasing demand 
for goods and requiring firms to hire more to meet demand

Card and Krueger (1994) used a differences in differences frame 
work to look at the effect of a minimum wage increase in NJ



Card and Krueger (1994)
In February 1992 NJ increased the state minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05. Pennsylvania’s 
minimum wage stayed at $4.25.

They surveyed about 400 fast food stores both in NJ (near the PA border) and in PA (near the 
Jersey border) both before and after the minimum wage increase in NJ.



Assumptions needed for D-in-D
1. In the absence of the policy change, the control and the treatment 

would follow the same time trend.

2. The only change at the time of the treatment that could influence the 
outcome of interest was the treatment.

3. People weren’t able to manipulate the timing or effect of the policy.

4. No selection – people could not switch from the treatment to the 
control group or vice verse in response to the policy change.

5. The effects of the policy happen right away, rather than having a 
delayed or staggered implementation.



D-in-D Assumption Check: Event Study

Source: Grossman and Slutsky (2017) “The Effect of an Increase in Lead in the Water System on Fertility 
and Birth Outcomes: The Case of Flint, Michigan”


